Supper Power – Google
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BFW4vRtrujFd1VSdGNJSnQ4eUE/view?usp=sharing
Can somebody on Capital Hill tell me why Google is
allowed to have ten times the power that our government
has and to virtually run everything that happens, not only in
the USA, but pretty much the whole planet?

Congress finally got off it’s confused and baffled butt long
enough to do something about Facebook and Mark
Zuckerberg...............but why stop there???????
Why not round up all the virtual criminals that run Google,
put them in front of a firing squad, kill them and feed their
carcasses to the vultures? Is our government so dumb and
blind that it can not see that ALL of us are at the mercy of,
and in the control of, the likes of Google and Zuckerberg?

Things like this are so common as to literally be
mundane.......................steal my passwords, credit card and
bank account information? Who cares? Obviously not my
government!
Everything about ALL of us e.g. our money, medical
records, financial transactions, military and all Top Secrete
weapons etc. data, manufacturing, insurance,
pharmaceuticals ad infinitum, is an open book to Google
and our government is completely unaware of any of it!
This is one of maybe as many as 100+ similar or equivalent
comments and messages I’ve received over the years from
VA employees (doctors, administrators - all levels and
departments):
“Mr Martin,
I am not able to view any files on google file. This is
prohibited at the VA. You attach a WORD or excel file
if needed.
Dr. ------------ PharmD
Clinical Pharmacy Speciallist”
The VA is literally terrified of Google and pretty much the
internet and cyber space in general!
This was my reply to this person on this page of my
website:

http://geriatricgourmet.com/files/To_Cindy_Dr.Nguyn_
-_Weight.pdf
And if anybody in my government is interested, I sent this
to various veterans’ organizations (e.g. VFW, etc.) and VA
executives:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BFW4vRtrujFUE5LckhjbU9NVUU/view?usp=sharing
Of course, concerned patriot (my family farmer/soldiers/military medical going back to our war of
Independence) or not I know I’m wasting my time. Oh well,
it gets it off my mind for now.

